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9/12/2014 

 

Dear Parent or Guardian, 

 

 I write to you today to inform you of a growing problem that affects many of our 

students in a significantly negative way.  This issue has resulted in the modification of 

Spirit Week and the discontinuation of the Pep Rally. 

 

 The problem I refer to is Harassment, Intimidation and Bullying. 

 

 Ridge High School is totally committed to attacking the HIB problem from all 

angles.  We educate our students about the HIB Law and their responsibilities in 

preventing HIB behaviors.  We encourage students who are victims of or witnesses to 

HIB incidents to report them to RHS Staff.  We have a web link for students to report 

HIB behaviors anonymously.  We expose our students to dynamic speakers who address 

the issues of tolerance and respect.  Yet, those who would be bullies continue to find 

ways to do so in anonymity. 

 

 Whether on the Internet (Yik Yak, etc.) or as part of a crowd where the abusers 

can hide (Pep Rally, Sports Contests), those who would engage in HIB behaviors have 

found a forum to do so without consequence.  However, the consequences for their 

victims are immeasurable. 

 

 In recent years, Spirit Week has been marred by senior students who deviated 

from the Student Government’s prescribed spirit activities (Favorite College Apparel 

Day, etc.) to activities with inappropriate themes.  The PEP Rally has deteriorated to 

degrading chants about other grades and, more disturbingly, about individual students.  I 

cannot and will not allow these issues to go unchecked.  The PEP Rally, which is 

supposed to unite a school in spirit, has, unfortunately, had the opposite effect. 

 

 As a result, I have received strong recommendations from the School Safety Team 

and our administrative team to discontinue Spirit Week and the PEP Rally. 

 

 Therefore, this year‘s Homecoming Activities will include a Spirit Day on 

September 26
th

, the day of the football game, where staff and students will display their 

spirit by adorning their Ridge Sportswear.  Seniors will be invited to the traditional 

Homecoming Tailgate Party sponsored by the SCOP Team.  The Homecoming King and 

Queen will be recognized during half time of the football game, and the Homecoming 

Dance will be held on Saturday, September 27
th

 from 7 PM to 10 PM. 

 

 



 

 I will be meeting with the School Safety Team, School Resource Officer 

Detective Neiman and building administration to continue to develop strategies to reduce 

incidents of HIB at Ridge High School.   

 

 I would ask that you speak with your student(s) to get their perspective on the 

issue of HIB and to counsel them about their behavior.  Together, I am confident that we 

can have an impact on the attitudes and behaviors of our students with regard to HIB. 

 

Thank you. 

 

Regards, 

 

Francis T. Howlett Jr. 

Principal 

 

 


